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Mr. Vice-chancellor, the Chair ofHistory, which I inaugurate today, is not 
a new one; here in I@, the Department of History, being one ofthe early 
academic units, has had the privilege of producing five professors before 
my elevation to that status. Since the first inaugural lecture in 1976, the @ 
academic community has had the benefit of listening to various reflections 
on the philosophy that guides the practice of history as well as on attempts 
to just@ the continuous preoccupation with the past in a world which, 
since the end of the Second World War in 1945, has been increasingly 
concerned with unravelling what the future holds in stock for humanity. A 
reading of the lectures of my distinguished predecessors will indicate 
attempts to relate the past to the present and to arnpllfy the significance of 
the historical enterprise. One important argument that comes out is that 
the historian needs to constantly drum it to the hearing of a seemingly 
unappreciative audience that he should be reckoned with. Such efforts at 
appraising the achievements and potentials of the discipline are signrficant 
particularly in post-colonial Afiica where there has been a strong criticism 
ofthe 'liberal arts' and cynicism about their contribution to contemporary 
development. Today, it is not my intention to return to the issue ofthe 
relevance of Historyper se. Rather, I like to discuss what I consider the 
basic factors responsible for the failure of our study ofthe past to impact 
si&cantly on our understanding of the present and thereby highhght how 
historical scholarship could enhance an understanding of contemporary 
phenomena in an increasingly technological world. 

Let me hasten to state the principle that informed the choice of my topic 
and the content ofthis lecture. My belief is that an inaugural lecture should 
seek to achieve three things. First, it should state clearly the philosophical 
underpinnings ofthe lecturer's practice ofhis profession. Second, it should 
generate ideas about how to improve on both the methodology and the 
dissemination of research findings i.1 the lecturer's discipline. Lastly, an 



inaugural lecture should summrke md bring to non-initiates the profmor's 
work which may be tucked away in academic publications possibly well 
known to his colleagues but otherwise unavailable to the general public. 
This point I believe is very important, for, having reached the pinnacle of 
his career, a professor should not only seek to amp& the relevance ofhis 
discipline, he should also teU the general public what, over the years, he 
has been doing with his the, the tax-payers' money and God-given intellect. 

Am Idea of History 

My idea o ~ s t o r y  is based on the conviction that to understand a people, 
the first essential step is to understand their past through a reconstruction 
based on a collation of their beliefs and traditions. To achieve the primary 
objective ofElistory, which is to provide insight into the background of the 
working ofthe contemporary society, it is necessary to direct attention to 
the past. The roots ofthe present are in the past; the &st duty of a historian 
to the public is therefire to provide an accurate picture of the society in its 
pre-contemporary stage and thus to unravel the trends of development. 

This responsibility is crucial for the historian o f a c a  where misinformation 
about eadier periods has often been taken as knowledge. For, concentration 
on relatively recent events had resulted in a shallow knowledge about the 
past of many African peoples and a correspondingly low level of 
understanding oftheir pre-colonial cultures. Of sigdicance here is the fkct 
that in various parts of M c a ,  since the 19fi century, local cultures have 
been steadily vanishi~g with the successive advance ofIslam, Christianity 
and European civilisation. As a result, our knowledge of the past has 
continued to shrink and fade due to lack of adequate attention and proper 
documentation. To bring about a meaninel ~lnderstanding of African 
societies, there is a duty fcr the historian to document extant vestiges of 
the culturs especially before the current irresistible force of globalisation 
finally sweeps them away This brings us to the issue of what constitutes 
the 'past' and what the hibiorian's attitude towxds it should be 
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The Hiitotian and His Pmf 

The operative word in any defhtion ofHistory is the 'past'. Therefore, a 
suitable working definition of Bstory is 'a narrative based on a scientific 
reconstruction ofpast activities of man'. This is not radically dierent from 
the commonsensical definition of the term since the 5& century B.C. when 
Greek thinkers led by Herodotus, came up with the idea ofHistorza as a 
systematic attempt to inquire into the adivities of man in the past. ' Because 
of the preoccupation with the past, the development of History as an 
academic discipline witnessed serious challenges f?om skeptics who could 
neither understand how knowledge of what happened in a bygone age 
could be obtained nor see the significance of such knowledge in their 
contemporary times. The argument, as summed up by the 1 P century 
French philosopher, Rene Descartes, was that '...those who study too 
curiously the actions of antiquity are ignorant of what is done among 
ourselves today. '2 

In Western Europe, not untii the turn ofthe 1 9' century did Mistory become 
firmly established as an academic discipline worthy of serious attention3 
By then, the consensus was that the prirxary concern ofKistory is to bring 
about an intelligent understanding of the present. E. H. Carr summarises it 
impressively when he talks of History being a symbiotic relationship 
bet wee^ the past and the pre~ent .~  

It is necessary to be aware of the fact that for the historian, the past is not 
an isolated entity completely cut off &om the present. But that rather, there 
is continuity between the two. Properly practised, History is an attempt to 
reconstruct this continuity. When the Italian philosopher, Bezedetto Croce, 
says, "the practical requirements wlich underlie every historical judgment 
give to all history the character oECconte .:-ipomy histoiY5 ~ h t  be implies 
is that whatever account the h i s t o r im  pi oduces has some relc.iaqce to the 
present. Professor Joseph R. Strayer was right with hjs essessjnent of 
History as being: 



usehl  in meeting new situations . . . because a full 
u~derstandin~ of human behaviour in the past makes it 
possible to find familiar elements in present problems and 
thus makes it possible to solve them more intelligentl~.~ 

The close identification between the historian's past and the present has 
resulted in an orchestrated campaign for 'contemporary history' .' The 
argument being that the period with w5ch historians deal should be shifted 
fonvard to cover mostly events of the recent past. This is not an entirely 
new idea. The Greeks and the Romans, in the pursuit of accuracy and 
objectivity, had concentrated on events on which they could obtain fust- 
hand or eyewitness accounts. Thucydides, one ofthe foremost writers of 
the period, actually argued that the only form of historical knowledge - 
possible was what we would nowadays call 'contemporary histo~y'.~ Since 
then, there has been a tendency to overburden History by stressing its 
hnctionality ar,d relevance to contemporary issues. Inadvertently, this has 
meant a concentration of efforts by historians on relatively recent events 
almost to the exclusion ofthe study oflong-term currents and fkndamental 
changes. 

In modern times. the major justification given for Contemporary History 
derived from the positivist tradition which lays emphasis on written 
documents and assumes that wherever there is a paucity of such sources, 
historical reconstruction would be impossible. In our own corner of the 
globe, the histcrical enterprise dated to the pre-literate period which in 
many places lasted till the Ish century. Nevertheless, there was hardly 
any need struggling to establish that historical kr,owledge was possible or 
that arl understanding ofthe past tyas important in understanding how the 
society reached the contemporary stage of development. One m ~ j o r  
achievement cfAfiicm historiography is that it has illustrated that, in pre- 
colonial times i.1 spite of the late development ofa literate culture, + i d l y  
all Mican societies shared the view that a knowledge of the past was an 
indisputable component of human knolJedge and therefore of high 
relevance to all activities, be they of an eco: mic, sociai or political value.9 . 

The reluctance to accept that a reconstruction of the pre-literate past of 
Africa was possible resulted from the imposition of Western ideas of 
hstoriography; a position which failed to recognise that there are basic 
differences in the nature of Western and African historiographies. The 
type of historical source materials available on each society makes this 
differentiation necessary. Mrnile historians of the Western world have readily 
available written materials, the historian of Ai7ica cannot aflord to make 
fetish ofwritten documents; rather he has to rely substantially on non- 
written source materials such as oral traditions and ethnographic data. 
The once popular excuse that these sources are difficult to work with is no 
longer tenable. For, since the publication ofJan Vansina's seminal work, 
De la tPaOition oral, oral sources have gone through several critical grills 
and the point has been well made that what is required is for the scholar to 
have the right disposition and the proper methodological approach to make 
these sources yield essential nlormation. '' Therefore, there is no need for 
the historian of Afiica, and indeed of any pre-literate society, to shift the 
frontier of his past forward because of a p~-surned paucity of source- 
materials. 

Also, it is not ~lecessarj to seek a rehabi!i.tafion of History through 
overstressing its utilitarian value in order .to carve a role for it. While the 
bistoriail should not give the imp~nssior! tha3 he deids with the past only for 
the sake ofitself he should, neveflhe!ess, ensure th'zt the identity ofHistoxy 
as a discipline that seeks primarily to throw light on foregone periods is 
not lost. As Mblir  Milrwick points ~ u t ,  "to so dill modem and deny any 
vaiue to the spddy of =ai!ie: i?istory, is ir, fact to deny the vdue ofbistwyall 
tggether". I '  

-. 
i he irnplicaijon cja& is chat the tispiration t~ . spa. . the hcus ofhistorical 
scholarship Fom the distant tc: ine r e c e ~ t  p a t  IS msplaced. The consequent 
i-sstriction on the Frontiers of  LIT kEc-,lil.edge ofthe past has accounted for 
the declineir, the vigour and popuiz4q; ~o?Flistoq~ 2s an academic discipline: 
The historim's past, whether in the'.Vrs-t or ir, A5i;a, should be conceived 



as a period distant enough to task the e&rt and imagination ofthe researcher 
and ailow a reasonable degree of detachment that will aflFord an objective , 
reconstruction of the evolution of societies and cultures through an 
interpretive analysis of cultural survivals and oral traditions. 

One could even argue that the more distant the historian's$3cus, the greater 
the opportunity to contribute to an understanding oflong-tm development 
culminating in contemporary phenomena. For development to have an 
enduring impact in any society, there is need for it to be properly rooted in 
the peoples' culture which is the totality of their historical experience. In 
this wise, it is important to see the past as a double-edged sword; an 
impaired vision ofwhich is a danger to the advancement of society, but a, 
dear understanding ofwhich could complement contemporary efforts to 
advance the progress ofhurnanity. An understanding oflong-term structural 
changes in the society is cmcid in explaining the shaping of h5e present 
especially because it provides a solid basis for self-assertion and group 
solidarity. 

Undue glo&cation of the past often accounts for fiequent manipulations 
z d  revisions or%storical data resulting in all sorts ofabuses -dich r e ~ o r c e  
the phobia for the past. But it is important to note that d si@cant historical 
accounts t e ~ d  to provide an insight into the structures and basic trends of 
development in a society over a period oftime. What is often manipulated 
in a historical reconstruction is not the hard-core data but the interpretdon, 
which, to a large extent refl ects the values a d  interests of the campiles 
and later analysts. Thus, while it is necessq to ach,owiedge hat verbally 
transmitted materials ~erfo~rn functions that make t!em fiabie to distortions, 
it is also importa;lt to realize that they do document the distant past in a 
fair!./ eccurate way In this regard, what is necessary 1s to distinguish 
between traditions, w ~ c h  are only slightly adapted to re-establish a past 
image that has fallen into oblivion and those that are hlly invented to just@ 
a contemporary situation. l 2  The major difference is that while the former 
are based on solid historical data, the latter are mere fabrications. When 
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accounts ofthe past are corroborated by information from other sources 
,mch as anthropological and archaeological data, they should be accepted 
as reliable in a historical recons$ruction. 

To illustrate this point further, I shd  take the Yonib& whose preoccupation 
~vith the past is reflected in various verbal art form and in their continuous ' 
attempts to preserve institutions and - ideologies ofthe past in the context 
of contemporary developments. 

The Past and the Yoriibai Present 

Since theReverend Samuel Johnson's book, Z7teHistor-y of the Yoric~kk'~ 
appeared in print in 1921, attempts to reknstrdct early Y o ~ b a  history 
'nave had to take it as a starting point. In fact, the first set of indigenous 
writings on Yoniba history was essentially a reaction to his accounts. Even 
much of what academic scholars have done revolve around the data 
preserved in the work which has somehow acquired the status of a classic 
in African historiography. For instance, Johnson's account stimulated 
various attempts to understand what is of historical value in the two 
categories of legends about Yoiiba origins: those which depict the Yoriiba 
as migrating from outside their present homeland in West Africa and those 
which talk ofthe creation ofthe worid at I1e If$. 

The ear!iest established idea on Yonib6 crigins was in favour ofan origin 
external to Africa; with the theory that the YorGba must have migrated 
&om Btker the Plfiddle East, Arabia or some other area where they must 
have come under ez!y Greek or Semitic iduence.I4 From the late 1940s, 
apparently irdr;ezczd by the pan-Afiicarist ferment, scholars, among whom 
Prcf?ssor S. D Ribbh!ch became prominent, sh!eci the focus to theNile 
valley regi~n ma!cng Egypt and Meroe the dominant culture-parents cf 
the Y9nib8I5 Uniil Nigesa's irdepencience from British colonial rule in 
! 960, the idea of external cjrigins con-timed to influence narratives on 
early YonYia h i s t cq~ .  licwever, as the '-Xamitic kypoihesis' became 



discredited, it was jettisoned in favour of an inward looking alternative.16 Furthermore, the summary of African pre-history to datesuggests that 
Thus, from the 1970s, the attempt to locate the migration of the Yonjba since as early as the Neolithic period, migrations within and fiom outside 
within the Niger- Benue confluence valley became increasingly popular. the area mentioned played important roles in cultural de~elopment.~'  
At the same time, serious attention began to be paid to the idea that Yoniba Specifically, populations ancestral to the inhabitants of present-day West 
culture could have developed in sifzc within the geographical zone African forest region are believed to  have moved out ofthe Saharan- 
designated in historic times as Yoniba land." Sahel belt. There is also evidence to support a postulation that small groups 

As pointed out in various critiques, the idea that Yoniba culture was 
imported cut-and-dried from some place outside the present ecological 
zone has been unduly influenced by preconceptions derived fi-om Biblical 
and Hslamic literatures. ' *  Also, the postulation ofan independent evolutionist 
construct which conceived ofYor4ba culture developing in isolation almost 
com~letely oblivious ofdevelopments outside the ecological zone has been 
based on evidence which is rather tenuous and represent an over-reaction 
to the di&sionist theory of origin. The last has certady not been said on 
the issue, particularly as the idea of an external origin has continued to be 

ofinhabitants were already in the forest region by the first millennium B. C. 
.h addition, linguistic studies indicate the antiquity ofseveral ofthe langyages 
spoken in West Afiica, demonstrating that most of the language-groups 
between the Volta and the Niger were related." When these indications 
are taken in conjunction with the outline of ethnography that emphasises 
similarities in the basic social and political structures, it is not wide off the 
track to suggest that the peoples living within the region from the area 
between-the Volta and the Niger up to  the basin of the Chad should be 
seen as originally belonging to one cultural bloc.'3 

ofappeal to scholars-and as there is c~rrently a debate that Yonjbl culture In Nigeria the similarities between the Bori cult ofthe Hausa, the C u m  
testifies to massive inputs from the ancient Near Eastern societies CU!~ ofthe Nupe and the Egzingzin ofthe Yoniba as well as between the 
established in North Africa.'" art works ofNok, Igbo-Ukwu, If$ and Benin are so striking to  suggest 

A basic problem with the constructs on Yoniba origins is the assumption 
that TiCpYla cdltcre has aiwzys been unique in the West &can sub-region. 
The hdings  and insights cf ancillary disciplines such as linguistics, 
ethogrzphy and archaeology, indicate the contrary. For the early times, 
the czlltural geography of the sub-region was certainly different. A 
discussion of early Yoniba history that geographically encompasses, at 
!east, the area circumscribed by the Volta and the Niger up to the Chad 
basin promises to provide a better understanding of  development^.^: 
'Ixdeed, the ancestral traditions of several of the ~ e o ~ l k s  in the eastern 
section of West Africa indicate that ethnic boundaries across the sub- 
reor !  overlapped such that, until relatively recently, it would be practically 
imposs;bie to define the territorial limits and even cultural characteristics 
ofeach ofthe peoples 

that it is w i t h  this cultural continuum that we have to seek the immediate 
origins of many of the ethnic groups in theerastern part ofWest Africa. 
There is so much similarity in cultural elements like theinstitution ofdivine 
kingship, the pre-modern worldviews, the religi5isus festivals and the 
geomsntic divination system in different parts of the country to buttress 
this suggestion. Ifwe take this along with the oral traditions ofancestral 
relations, fluidity of populations in pre-historic tirnes and continuous 
migrations over !ong distances in historic times, we should be able to 
visualize a process ofgradual evolution over a long period oftirne involving 
successive inputs from outside the region rather than the spontaneous 
emergence of a fiilly developed culture as implied by current scholarship 

Indeed, fol!otving Professor I .  A. Ahinjogbin's work, the idea that what 
we know today as the Yoniba developed from successive layers ofsettler 



populations became attractive. h this regard, the Yodba traditions, which 
talk of the act of divine creation, are seen as recollections of ancient 
aborigmal inhabitants while the traditions of migrations could be i d e n ~ e d  
as recollections of different waves of migrations both fiom outside and 
within West Afiica. Based on this, one can picture early Yohba land as 
being originally made up of scattered communities, presumably 
contemporaneous with d a r  settlements in other areas of the Volta-Niger- 
Chad region. 

While it is logical to avoid rigidity in the categorization ofethnic groups for 
this eariy period, it is not difficult to comprehend thegradual evolution of 
dserent cultural groups based on geographical factors and peculiar 
historical circumstances. For the Yonib$ the focus of our reconstruction 
ofthe origins must be ne I@. When the legends are divested oftheir religious * 

underpinnings, as they should be in a historical reconstruction, the 
sigmficance of Ile If"e will be understood to have derived fiom the fBct that 
it was the nucleus where agroup of people developed the consciousness 
of possessing certain characteristics that distinguished them fiom their 
neighbours within our hypothetical culturd bloc. It is this consciousness 
that has been encapsulated in the Y o ~ b a  traditions and belief oflle If"e as 
a primeval ~ettlernent.'~ 

Even ifthe details ofthe idea of ancient I@ are stin coyedud, two dements 
mdd be regarded as central. The first, as suggested by the earliest recorded 
concept of If$, was religion.= Notwithstanding the existence of local 
pantheons in different parts of Yodba land, one is often faced with 
mythologies that in various ways are enough to support the thesis thaf 
from very early timq Ile I@ oaxlpied a central place m the Yodbi religious 
system. This is why, in talking about Yoniba origins, it is not possible to 
by-pass Ile Ve; just as attempts to understand the construction and 
development offor&a &micity must give a central place to the Ife fictor. 

The second element was the dynastic principle as reflected in the strong 
desire to identirq-with H e  Ife as the springhead of political authority in pre- 

colonial Yonib6 land. One cannot escape reaching this conclusion when 
one studies the establishment of the kingdoms. According to the established 
representation of the events, the most comprehensive of which is Professor 
Robert Smith's collation, Oduduwa supposedly created the first Y o d h  
dynastic kingdom at Ilk I@.26 Subsequently, various dynastic groups moved 
out of If$; each with a mandate to establish a .lingdoan qmbolised by a 
crown with beaded h g e s  (ade il#&) received from Oduduwa. 
Notwithstanding that this tndition cannot be taken as historical facf it 4 1  
be rather presumptuous to argue that it is a recent invention and/or that it 
is oflittle signrficance in understanding the Yoniba past. The main Odlidimva 
tradition exhibits such a reasonable degree o f i i e r  logic and consistency 
and is backed up by credible an~opological data, such as royal arts and 
court rituals, which indicate that it documents some historid experiences 
of the remote past 27 Further, the similarity in the structure ofYor5ba states 
as reflected in the political systems and kingslip M s  give support to the 
idea that the networking of states implied in the traditions has a historical 
basis. What the tradition presents is a comprehensive construct of the 
€%%fits t h a t ~ ~ ~ & e d ~ ~ r ~ h g e ~ h o ~ r ~ t . h & d  SLlbddg2llIl 

Thjs is why my studies have been based on ihe t!!tfiesls that we should 
dlstin,gish different phases in t le state consolidation process in Y o ~ b a  
land. Indeed for an intelligiile undastanding ofthe politid culture, there 
smms to be m better alternative. One ofthese phases was she development 
of the city-state structure in which there was a dose link between refigion 
and rulership. The cornplsx chieftaincy structure and the intricate palace 
organization ~ f . ~ o u s  Yoniba kingdoms confum &st there was a strong 
association between religious rituals and political authority. In essence, 
the ideas of the dynastic principle of rulership a d  'sacred 1dn,ashipp', which 
are the srzlient aspects of Yonjba political cul~xe, must have developed 
t~gether. 

On tile strength ofthe accounts, and archaeological as well as ehographc . 

data, vve must zgain give Ilk Iff the uIlique ache-dedgement ofbeing tbe 



place where these ideas fir& developed their speci5c shape. Neverthdess, 
we should be able to accept the early, per'xps contemporaneous 
emergence of a few other centres three of which, at the present state of^ 
our knowledge, we are pretty certain about. These were ihvy Benin and 
OyQ. Probably established in that chronological order, these were the 
'Primary States' in what, for want ofa better term we may now call the 
Yonjba culture-area. 

Not much is known about 0wu before it was destroyed during the 19& 
century wars. However, what we know about the other two 'Primary 
States' will support a proposition that they became centres 6om which 
other states were formed: Benin for eastern Yoniba land and oY? for the 
west. 

In my study of the Yonibd ofBtnin and Togo Republics, I have pointed' 
out that the claims of the Ketu, $abe and indeed all Yonibi-speaking 
people west ofthe O& River ofbdonging to the house of Odhduwa are 
meaningful only through their association with o ~ ? . ~ ~  In spite of the 
insistence oflocal pretentious scholars in quest for roots .on taking the 
tradition at its face value, the more one takes an academic look at the 
accounts, the more convinced one is that it was from 'gy+ that most of 
these states were established. Later study of eastern Yonib6 kingdoms in 
present-day Ondo and ~ k i t i  states of Nigeria reinforces this line of 
interpretation and makes it incontrovertible that in eastsrn Yoniba land, 
Benin played a role similar to that played by $Q in the west. 

Both OJ? and Benin successii~lly exploited the miturd subsrrr'rum between 
the Voltaand the Niger creating, as it were, two centres wMch became 
imperial forces that eclipsed Ile If$ particularly from the 1 Sth century 
~nward .~"  For instance, taking advantage of the local environment and 
trade connections with Hausa land and the coast, 6y6 -cvas able to develop 

I .  

a 5amework which achieved the integration of a large arti-ea oFYoniba 1w.d 
and beyond through an effective utilization of the cult of Fango and a 
skdhl manipulation ofthe If?-derived Odudhwa tradition. I am inched to 

believe tkat Bznin adopted the same Bduduwa -derived tradition to 
meliorate its imperialism ozer a large area of eastern Yoniba land as far 

* % *.. as thefiesa, 1,:bdand kwdri ~ o u n t r i e s . ~  

It is not surprising then that much ofwhat we know with clarity about the 
Yodba past derives largely fiom information on S ~ Q  and, to some extent, 
Benin. By accident of documentation, the prominence given in particular 
to @)yp in Yonjba historiography overshadows that given to all the other 
sub-groups put together. Though this lopsided view ofthe Yoriiba past 
has given us the opportunity of catching a glimpse ofthe development of 
Yonib6 culture, it has beclouded our view ofthe two related issues of 
7loniba origins and the si@cance ofne If$. 

For instance, there has been a continuous controversy about the point in 
time when the Yonjba emerged as the composite ethnic group we h o w  
today. On the balance of evidence %om the well-documented 19"' century, 
the sub-groups exhibited a high degree of mutua: distrust and hostility, 
which have oRen been interpreted as an amplification ofbasic sub-ethc 
diifferences that had existed all along. The height ofthis was reached with 
a century-long series o f  fratricidal wars. Thus, it has been postulated tkat 
the development of a ?an-Yoriaba identity was relatively recent. It has 
also beer1 argued that it is z~achronistic to call all the sub-groups by a 
common name. These established views should be recognized as 
ixterpretations of the e.Adenc,- available up to date. It is more productive 
to rlisthguish bewee2 kterprstations md facts. That there was no common 
cane does nct me&? t k f  there v 7 a s  no common culture or set oftraditions. 
Cultural unity bees 20; necessarily preclude intra-group hostilities; and 
ex;er, though :here 1.r~c:2 is1x-s in Yoriba land, it is not contradictory to talk 
o:Fan ethnic ro-n.sciousness in the pre- 19 '  century period.3' 

iUhough thers i s  no ;2l;c3~Cj. yet that the Ycniba themselves made efforts 
to express this ccnscio~.sr,.=ss, their neighbours certainly did; referring to 
tkernby vgyio~,!;:zn;; :L:C? 25 'Ol~icimi', ' A I ~ ~ O ' ,  a d  'iiki' -v~fiich are 



. . indicative cfm .etLhic $ iTere2~~kc~  of the people $y?abitig the area oow 
tmown as Y9r;lDB land. We do know for certain thit as the 1 gth century - 
wars raged on, there was a demographic upheavz: with people movjng 
5om one area to the other showing little respect for whatever sub-cthic 
boundaries there might have existed. Moreover, the manner in which 
alliances were conducted among the different warring groups indicates 
that the sub-groups were not as parochial as is ncw assumed. in fact, 
evidence from early European travelers and Christian missionaries in Sierra 
Leone and in what later became southwestern Nigeria give the impression 
that, in the pre- 1 9th century period, there were many nexus of social and 
economic relationships bvhich substantially reduced whatever differences 
there might have eisted anong the dserent Yoniba subgroups. 

* .  

dm, the %a1??i:.: attempts to Icck for wor!cabie dternarives ro mcr,a-c~cai 
a le  ifi t5e 1 3h ce2m-y  s h ~ ~ l l d  be intsrpreted as as indica-tio:; ithzt the 
'r'oriibi scci$t:/ is a c'./nar;lic m e ,  which sees the pa5t as relevanl ta tj~e 
shaping of ccn rcporq r  i2daiities One wculd be i-shi ::o ie~aid  the :/&eq 

" 
D ~ R W Y  co~stj?xicaj an8~c7emer;ts mch ;is the rrjlitap dictatorsbin a? tiY$, - 
the ie~ublicaz Franework at C>?i~hn. the Federai s t~ ic tuw de~i%?!c>~ed ar 
AbebGLta, 2 . d  ?:I..: confz&e;ltioo cfitates knouin as the 61iit;pziap$ as 

. . ~%~lctio??ai;/. /.:it, it is ;?!sQ sig~lficafit to point act that 2i;E.o c;f the 
~3~lrnti~~~ti~irid i~i:iati'/?s -:%as &!e to last !ong. One by one, the)i ?;ier~ eith.er 
jettis03.ed 5y ih: vcrhbB t:>ense!ves or disriant!ed by BrGi_ch in 
preference fcr !he nor.arckica! system based on the tradirisn of descent 
5 ~ r :  Cidudlii. azYor dyxasric mi~raiions from IIC if?. 

Othenvise, hcvv does one expiain the assunptioi\ siqce the ~01ciiihl i-encd, 
0 f h i I y  smxs by miz-s sfseveral settlements in Fiestem Ni j - i a  ~>ii:h 
sorts oE;onoi-3c tities a d  ~ i . i l y  designed head wears wMcA rr,my cjGa& 

. .,. 
t.2 hrve :ecot7.:?d :roir, co jess a person than CJdud~~~.r/g ,$irnse:!f T;lis 
p+ 2;tbno~e?o:? . is .!;3?ql>e:ei7r , ii!.ig?-a;t.:! 5.1 ti-e case oFfb$,din wn!,ch. . . i E  ti3e 
~ i d d l e  ,:'t:.e I %'hi;ectl;q, ; I . ~ ~ ; i e d  2, ran;ar$-ab[e disdain for r?o-.---i:--... 

Llili Li ,::J . . 
iradjt~or?_; :x:d devzloped to becoxe one of the most successfi~] r ~ p u b ~ ~ s  

in pre-colonial Africa During the colonial period, with the tacit 
encouragement ofthe British, there was a gradual erosion ofthe Ibadan 
republican system until finally, the Oduduwa tradition was adopted with 
its ruler claiming a status that, in the 1970s, qualified him for a crown 
supposedly originally obtained fiom M If?. 
Indeed, the beaded crown became an ideological concept and a 

justification for the exercise of regal authority in the Yoniba culture area. It 
was this that resulted in a network of traditions deriving various Yoniba 
kingdoms fiom ne lfq. In traditional politics, 'antiquity' and religious pre- 
eminence are important requirements for political legitimacy; and the closer 
a ruler is to the dynastic progenitor, the more prestigious he is. Thus, the 
eontiers of controversy as to which traditional rulers in Yoniba land have 
the ri$t to the beaded crown have always been extended by the socio- 
political situation at a given time In many cases, the debates on the issue 
are a twist of history, reflecting the gap in our knowledge of the past. 

Tie fact is that in various localities, the Oduchiwa tradition not only purports 
to document historical experiences, it more oRen than not, rdects  
contemporary realities and even projections into the Future. These issues 
have generated much curiosity and lively debates in scholarly circles leading 
to the argument that the Oduduwa tradition is mere political pro~aganda'~ 
Evident overstressing of the tradition, particularly by enthusiastrc 'local 
chroniclers', gives some weight to such supestion; but this does not negate 
the fact that the Oduduwa tradition is a legitimate window'on the Yoniba 
past. 

This is the rzason why the tradition has remained vibrat and cofitinues to 
generate intense controversies in contemporary political discou~se. For 
iq~dnc:, therr ' iax been serious chieflaincy tussles ard communal conflicts 
xising from controversies not just as to which ofthe hundreds of king 
iqbc) in mcdem Yoniba land were ~ri~ginally entitled to the beaded crown 
bur essenrially as to the order of precedence among thern.j3 lust to take 
one case, we may refer to the contest for supremacy among frontline 









Achebe's novels or Mazizi Kunene's bdfiantly rendered English version 
of the Zulu epic, Emperor Shaka the Great, convinces one that a large 
amount ofhistorical data could reach the public thrcugh literrjr works. 
And, any time one watches Akindrni 1solaYs home video Smuoro I&, 
one is tempted to ask ifthat piece has not conveyed more information and 
ideas about neo-colonialism than all the theses and academic book ever 
written on the topic. 

Ifin these ways, information about the past could be effectively made 
available to the public almost effortlessly, then there is much to be said for 
Literature putting itselfin the service of History. One is inclined to argue 
that forthe historian seeking to reach awide audience, the border between 
fkts and fiction should be thin. But it is the sacred duty ofthe historian to 
ensure that the picture ofthe past presented to the public is accurate and 
not mere glorification as common with histokal litem] pieces. There is 
nothing wrong with the idea ofhistorians themselves transmitting as much 
historical knowledge as  possible by wri.ting literary pieces themselves! 
However, it is without prejudice to time- tested historical techniques that 
involve rigorous analysis of data in order to obtain an objective 
mnstruction. LWout tbrsaking his commiment to fBcts, as emphasized 
b y h p o l d  von Ranke and t!e psitjvistsJ', the historian could, and should 
acquire a? appreciable level of literary skill to set Eis message across. h 
the global age, the kistorian should not shy away from embracing the 
Infiormation and Communication Technolo3 (ICT) which has made the 
wide hsemindon of-kffnnation easy and fast thou& electronic means 

Of equal importmce is the need for increased awareness about the 
usefdness of the hc~~ i l edge  of the past by the general public. The need 
~ O T  comistent m ~ r t  Fsr :search into the past cmot be over-emphasised. 
Government, e d ~ m ' n n a i  institutions, non-govemmentd organizati~ns, 
private cornpe~itr  m d  cnthusiastic indix/iduals should be prepared io 
provide fUnds for Ss-:?r:zai research on a continuous basis. In particular, 
tke study oC!ccal c ~ r ~ , ~ n i ~ i e s  skould be er?co~zraged. We ca? imesj~e the 

amount of materials that will be at our disposal if the 774 Local 
Governments in Nigeria come up with micro-histories even if only in the 
fashion of the I~eoigence Reports or 'Local Chronicles' ofthe colonial 
era. In this regard, the establishment of a Bureau ofHistory by each state 
of the Federation will be a worthwhile venture.42 Such bureau should 
hc t ion  primarily as centres of academic research into the history and 
culture of local communities. They could also be made centres for an 
enlightenment campaign that wiIl work towards the reahation of some of 
the noble intentions of mobilisation ouffits such as Mass Mobilization for 
Economic Recovery, Self-Reliance and Social Justice @WMSER), War 
Against Kndisciphe (WAI) and the National Orientation Asency (NOA), 
which, in spite ofheavy financial investments, have little to show in terms 
of real achievement. 

Finally, there is need to address the truncated nature ofhistorical edudon  
in post-colonial Africa For a society wishing to ontribute to the progress 
ofhumanity, it is impedve to attain a desirable level of the trend of its 
development through continuous historical education ofthe citizenry. For 

one visualizes a programme of education in which, at the end of 
the Junior Second;uy School, a cMd would have acquired basic dbrmation 
to enable him understand the outline history of his local community. He 
should have been able to build up the seK-coddence to decide the role he 
wants to play in the development ofthe nation. At the end of the High 
School, the Nigerian child should have acquired enough knowledge that 
m i d  enab!e him understand the historical evolution ofhis county as well 
as appreciate its position in the wider world. Subsequent3y7 well-planned 
historical education packages should be integrated into higher education 
programmes to reinforce the youths' coddence in their ability to plzy 
impcrtmt roles in national development. In this way, giant strides would 



have been taken towards the eradication of inadequate understanding c;f 
contemporary developments that often result from ignorance about and 
misrepresentation ofthe past. 

Conclusion 

Mr. lice-chancellor, there is quite a lot to be said about the challenge 
before the historian in solving the problems which result from improper 
appreciation ofhistorical knowledge. But in our culture, a young man 
does not say everything about the past in the presence of the elders. 
However, I believe it is apposite to consider what place should be accorded 
in thisuniversity to the study ofHistor-y. 

t'Vhile we should subscribe to the principle that our students must be aware 
of advancement in the world of science and technology in order to fit into 
the new q e ,  we have an obligation to make them appreciate their historical 
background and make them proud oftheir Mican identity in the global 
cornr'unity. It? this regard, I must draw your attention to a 1986 observation 
of the Senate of this University thus: 

W~despread ignorance among Nigerian groups about each 
other and about themselves will be removed by instituting 
a compulsory first year course in the social orgmisation, 
custo~as, culture and history of our various peoples.-" 

.Apparently, this was in recognition ofthe si@cance ofknowledge of the 
past to the rationality of the African and I !ike to suggest that the noble 
intention of Senate be actualised througb the resuscitation ofthe compulsory 
undergraduate course in Afican P-Iii~?mymdCulture, which was canceled 
so me years ago. 

The &idins principle of this university is Fw Learningand CuLfu,~e. We 
should enable our students, and indeed all those who in one capacity or 
the other have the privilege ofp&ing ti;ough our gates. to go beyond tqe 

fagade ofthe present and recognise that behind it lies the vast fields of our 
cultural heritage. The university will definitely be meeting the expectation 
of its fouhding fathers iS in its attempt to extend the proverbial frontiers of 
knowledge, it succeeds in contributifig to recording and exposing the many 
facetsofour vanishing past. This indeed is the 'Great Commission' for the 
Obgerni Awo1owo University in the 2 1" century. 

Thank You. 
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